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Abstract: Sport organization is a thriving industry. It is vivid, dynamic, and changeable. Besides, it is a
lucrative sector, where profits could be increased amazingly and satisfy the owner's organization, particularly,
if it is digitized with current state-of-art equipment. However, there was no book before that tackles this interest
in details, neither in brief. That is to say, the researcher or the interested individual will not be able to find an
access anywhere to what he expects of a clear, coherent and feasible data in this field. According to this urgent
need, this book has seen the light, where we consider deeply the necessity of high-tech devices in keeping a sport
organization in the forefront and offering inevitable information for those concerned. "Smart Sport
Management" will be a cement for many following seminars and books in figure 1 show the book cover. It is a
pioneer guide to acknowledge the importance of intermingling between a sport organization on one hand and
information technology on the other.
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figure 1: The book cover

I.

Introduction

Stadiums operators are in a squeeze play between fans expecting a more captivating experience and
host cities looking for higher returns on their sport’s complex investments. With today's sophisticated home
entertainment systems and the latest stats and updates available on mobile devices, they need to find new ways
to fill the stadium, compel fans to spend more, and keep everyone safe.
Smart stadiums are the answer. They provide fans and staff with wealth of information on parking
availability, bathrooms and concession lines, seat upgrades, special offers, and more. Fans get a convenient,
personalized experience with shorter lines and directions to navigate faster through crowded stadiums and
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parking facilities. The stuff receives immediate updates on what is happening in the venue, increasing their
efficiency and ability to secure the premises.
The target of this book is to examine the relationship between management of sport organization on
one hand and information technology on the other. And shows definitely and clearly how integrating them
together could have infinite benefits, accompanied with many topics relevant, such as the bounty of the smart
devices available.
The 1st & 2nd chapters tackle the importance of high-tech devices in stadiums and the hurdles of
investing in this field. The 3rd chapter presents pioneering smart stadiums around the world as examples of what
the first chapter introduced to. The 4th chapter contains the multiple equipment for stadiums' services and
welfare. Eventually, the 5th chapter depicts and foresees the stadium of the future with mesmerizing ideas and
dazzling futuristic projects.

II.

Chapter One and Two

Chapter one tackles the importance of the use of advanced devices in sport organization arena. It begins
with intro of how they are of a paramount advantage for either the spectators or the infrastructure services of the
stadium with live examples, e.g. parking lot entrance, the ability of the controlling smart systems to detect any
emergency or defect to handle the problem at once.
After that, the chapter goes further with vital reasons f or considering updating the sport institutions
with smart devices including: Changing demographics, luring fans away from T.V screen, and boosting
revenues.
Whether by building from scratch or retrofitting exiting facilities, stadiums are in a hectic competition
with each other to add the latest technologies. While the third part of the book discusses fully, how the
information security system work into the stadium, accompanied by exclusive and unique pictures and graphics.
Three producers are essential in the first stage, cameras, sensors, and Internet of Things (IOT) gateway.
They are rabidly collected and analyzed by Cloud analytics, allowing stadium operators to make data- driven
decisions. The building blocks are shown in figure 2. Moreover, this system guarantees secure transactions in
the stadium, and protects the client against any cyber-fraud.
Finally, the chapter comes over the few obstacles of investing in digitalization of stadiums. Due to the
fact that this book depicts international stadiums in flourished countries, the hurdles are just few ones. They are
the difficulty of applying tech in highly dense areas. And the inconvenience of sport managers of the matter
altogether, as they think that these are not mandatory gadgets. In figure 3 Illustrates the smart infrastructure of
the stadium.

figure 2: building blocks
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figure 3: The smart infrastructure of the stadium

III.

Chapter Three

This chapter comes as an evidence and vibrant example of what the previous chapter is evolving
around. That is to say how implementing technology in the different services of the stadium helped dramatically
in setting these sport organizations at the forefront of the most efficient buildings.
The interlude of the journey is with "Allianz Arena". Classified as the most enchanting stadium in
Europe, it is quite unique and spectacular because of the LED light system of the exterior structure, which
shimmers with the colors of the playing team.
"Bird's Nest" or" Beijing National Stadium" is the second one. What makes it different from the other
one is the complicated structure that requires software programs to scale and calculate the construction sums
accurately. Also, the operators there use the (CDF) Computation Fluid Dynamics simulation, based on the game
time situation, to calculate the temperature and airflow at each angle of the structure and optimize all ventilation
facilities accordingly.
While the third stadium is Khalifa Stadium, which will host 2022 Olympics. This stadium does not
compete the previous stadia; however, it is one of the best few ones in the Middle East.
"Levi's Stadium" was the pearl of stadiums as far as tech was concerned until 2014. It is enough to say that the
bandwidth aplenty there, 40 times than those in USA, and 4 times of the NFL standard for international
stadiums.
"Gillette Stadium" is a very magnificent sport venue, too. It offers various advanced tech qualities.
1.100 access points (APs) wave2. Most of them are of 3.800 & 3.900 series of 802.11ac. Dealing with various
devices' systems is another merit; Android, iOS Apple, Linux, and Mac, in addition, to the fabulous "Wi-Fi Blue
Cups" to add impressive impact over the atmosphere, and going to the 5GHz, instead of the 2.5GHz, that most
stadia rely on. "AT&T Stadium" is the sixth stadium mentioned, it is also extremely competitive one, as smart as
Levi's is. AT&T has special features. The longest retractable roof and doors in the world; 91m stadiums dome.
In addition to a gigantic Mitsubishi screen that entered Genesis Record. It is the biggest worldwide.
Width: 66m. Length: 288m.
Besides, the fans' LED screen that displays the fans' posts, comments, and names. This is an
exceptional advantage for AT&T Stadium so far. And last but not the least, "Barclays Sport Center". At once the
visual splendor of the building's OCULUOS appeals to you. And not only that, the center enjoys multiple smart
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devices, such as LTE network, 4th generation, the fastest network in the time being. As well as, extra interior
network to boost phone calls. In figure 4 show the Typical smart stadium touch points.

figure 4: Typical smart stadium touch points

IV.

Chapter Four

The main concern, of this chapter is to present the different types of tech devices into details. It shows
they are of three main categories: one to encourage fans to attend the match another to enhance the building
infrastructure and its services. And the third is for game's referee.
The first one is very important. There is a fierce race to indulge the fan in the live experience, simply
because he is on target. Stadiums match to update with state- of-art tools to lure him, starting with kiosk,
beacons, POS, gigantic screens, to HD cameras for exceptional pictures.
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Whereas investing technologically in the infrastructure is extremely pivotal. It cost much more money,
than anyone think. Sport venues are in feverish marathon, but not a sprint to be in the top tin menu, e.g.
Retractable roofs, doors, and turfs. LED light system, HD Wi-Fi, grand digital score record screens, high rollers
to deliver food to high value seats, etc. The third type of smart tools is for game's referee. Actually, this
advanced equipment play impressive role in crucial decisions throughout the event.
Interactive Voice Response "IVR" is one of them. It helps in the assessment process, if the goal is a
field goal or a touchdown and more. Also, there is "Tele Star18 Football", which is another up-to-date smart tool
that was used recently during the World Cup Championship. It has many advantages, too, such as the option of
(NFC) Near Field Communication to interact with smart devices and beacons. In figure 5 Illustrates the control
system inside smart stadium.

figure 5: control system inside smart stadium

V.

Chapter Five

The beginning of this chapter takes us briefly into a quick journey along the progression of sport
venues timeline, starting with "Astrodome" to "Allianz Arena" and finally the dazzling stadium of "Mercedes
Benz".
Then it elaborates on the multiple predictable and innovative ideas of the stadium of the future;
transparent turf, to watch the event from a different perspective. Robots would be responsible for the
sanctification of the stadium. Special air pods would be valid for a short trip across the venue for sightseeing. As
well as, a magnetic high-speed train accessible for spectators directly to their seats in no time.
After that, this chapter extends to stadiums that are under-construction. They would overtop and
surpass the contemporary ones, like Mercedes Benz Stadium, where we could find unprecedented features, not
only the mega column, for displaying grand pictures for the players, and exceptional moments and records
throughout the match, but also the biggest Halo screen in the world, 58 feet. And the ticket there is no longer
traditional, it is going to be digital. Another magnificent landmark is going to be a tennis court which will be
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built underwater in Dubai. It will be the first underwater court worldwide. In figure 6 Illustrates The futuristic
stadium, according to National Geographic Magazine.

figure 6: The futuristic stadium, according to National Geographic Magazine

VI.

Conclusion

Likewise, it was very basic to begin the book with the necessity of sport organizations to go techy at
first, then to support the reader with the smart stadium techno architecture, secondly, to come across the
difficulties of technology implantation in stadia, thirdly, to exemplify with successful sport landmarks to learn
from their thrived stories, fourthly, to go into the diverse tech tools, and lastly, to read the map of the future
stadium and the promising ideas following.
Technology and sport, both a perfect match that need to keep working together for a successful
development in the sport industry. Those two elements are the reason for transforming the way we know sport
venues in the time being and design the future of the spectators' experience. In figure 7 show the first
underwater tennis court in the world.
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figure 7: The first underwater tennis court in the world
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